A complete ICT solution provider
The name **SQUARE** the trust. Functioning since 1958, **SQUARE** group’s diversifications led to establish **SQUARE INFORMATIX** Ltd. in the year 2000 with a commitment to provide total ICT solution. **SQUARE INFORMATIX** Ltd., a solution provider of software development, computer networking, internet service and end to end communication by Radio/Fiber/LTE (Fixed) and VSAT by own satellite HUB Station. It provides customer solutions ranging from requirement analysis to system design and implementation.

## Service at a Glance

- **Data Communication Service (VSAT/LTE (Fixed)/Radio/Fiber)**
- **Software Solution**
- **Internet Service (ISP)**
- **Mobile Application**
- **Data Center and Disaster Recovery Site (DRS) Service**
- **Web Design and Development**
- **Network Solution**
- **Cloud Service (SaaS, IaaS)**
- **ICT Managed Service**
- **Mailing Solution**
- **Hardware Trading (Server and Networking Product)**
BUSINESS Solutions

- HCM - Human Capital Management
  (HR, PR, Loan, Tax, Leave, Attendance, Training, Appraisal, PF, WPPF)
- EDM - Electronic Document Management
- Purchase Management (LC & Local)
- Sales & Distribution Management
- Export Management
- Warehouse/Inventory Management
- Bill Management (In & Out)
- Accounting (GL)
- Product Development Management
- Market Research
- Regulatory Management

Better business outcomes
Start with better information management

At the heart of every business are the people who make things happen. SAMANI business solutions unlock their potential.

WHY ENTERPRISES Need SAMANI

- Reduce Costs
- Streamline Operations
- Improve Performance
- Reduce Break-down Risk
- Work with one Integrated Solution - that Drives - Efficiency, Accuracy and ROI
ERP For Industries

With the globalization of supply chains and increasing customer demand for innovation and low cost, manufacturers today need easy-to-use, flexible solutions to manage their business more effectively. **SQUARE INFORMATIX** Ltd. addresses these needs with powerful, flexible, integrated-by-design complete manufacturing solutions.

---

**Key Features**

- Master Planning
- Procurement Management
- Inventory/Warehouse Management
- Production Management
- Quality Management
- Sales and Distribution Management
- Accounts Management
- HR Management
- Management Information System
- Dashboard

---

**Software**

- PharmaSIL for Pharmaceuticals
- ConSIL for FMCG Industries
- PowerSIL for Power Industries
- LeatherSIL for Leather Industries
- i-Spark for Plastic Industries
MOBILE Application
- Sales Process Automation
- Electronic Sales Order
- Electronic Doctor Call Record (eDCR)
- e-Learning (Learn & Quiz)

ACHIEVE EXCELLENCE IN ORDER MANAGEMENT

4 ways SAMANI IMPROVES ORDER PROCESSING

- **Faster Processing**
  Accelerate order processing as much as 80% by reducing manual routing and order handling time.

- **Reduced Costs**
  Lower your order-to-cash processing costs up to 70% while reducing stored data costs via electronic archiving.

- **No More Errors**
  Increase data entry accuracy up to 99% and prevent lost, duplicate or misplaced orders by keeping them electronic.

- **Higher Productivity**
  Free up staff time up to 65%, allowing staff members to focus on more value added tasks such as customer service.
SQUARE Cloud Service
IaaS & SaaS

Cloud Services:
- Virtual Data Centre
- Mailing Solution
- cPanel Hosting
- Virtual Server for Business Application
- Antivirus Server Hosting
- Website Hosting

www.squarecloud.net
Data Communication Service:

**Satellite Service**

*SQUARE INFORMATIIX* Ltd., a pioneer of data communication service provider has established a next generation IP broadband VSAT Hub for enterprise customers. The next-generation evolution network (iDirect 5IF), based on DVB-S2 with Adaptive Coding Modulation (ACM), will enable the company to support all IP based advanced applications. These include Virtual Private Networks (VPNs) for banks and other corporate customers in remote, distance learning, video broadcasting, Satellite news gathering, interactive classes, video surveillance/conferencing, business continuity, SCADA/COTM etc.

- VSAT for ATM & Online Banking
- VSAT for Maritime Operation
- VSAT for SNG

---

**Internet Service (ISP)**

*SQUARE INFORMATIIX* Ltd. is a nationwide internet service provider (NW-ISP) having strong internet infrastructure to provide internet service to all corporate customers with high availability. It provides dedicated broadband internet service through Fiber, Radio & LTE (Fixed) terminal across the country.
Data Centre & Disaster Recovery Service

*SQUARE INFOMATIX* Ltd. has introduced an International Standard Disaster Recovery (DR) Site/ Business Continuity Centre to protect critical business information from disaster. The Disaster Recovery Site at Savar meets the latest international standard (TIER 2 Guideline) for maintaining a back-up / redundant system for emergency. This site lowers the cost of offsite data protection and raises hope when disasters strike.

ICT Managed Service

*SQUARE INFOMATIX* Ltd. provides ICT managed services by managing day-to-day responsibilities and functions of our clients as a strategic partner for improving operations and cutting expenses. This includes software support, network support, hardware support and management support. A pool of highly experienced engineers quickly isolate problems and ensure best quality support service to our clients. We manage total operations of an organization under ICT managed service.